
HOW TO USE THIS DIRECTORY 
 

• Open the file of your choice and use the “Search” facility to locate the  
aircraft entry you require, or scroll down the pages to view all entries 
 

• Use the "Zoom In" function to enlarge the text to your individual required 
size  
 

 
The listings cover all the known history of each aircraft following its disposal by the military. 
From left to right the following details are given: 
 
Column 1: c/n : constructor's number / manufacturer's serial number 
 
Column 2: Aircraft type and subsequent changes to designation or model 
 
Column 3: military serial number 
 
Column 4: civil registrations. The use of 1) or 2) after a registration indicates its   
  second or third use of that registration on that type of aircraft only 
 
Column 5: history and owners information 
 
Column 6: dates: presented in Day/Month/Year (DD.MM.YY) format.  To present useful  
  information in a minimum of space the following convention is used: 
 
  87/94   that ownership or status from (at least) 1987 until 1994   
    (at least) 
  .87/94  that ownership or status occurred during 1987 and    
    continued until (at least) 1994 
  5.87/94  that ownership or status occurred in May 1987 and    
    continued until (at least) 1994 
  22.5.87/94   that ownership or status occurred on 22 May 1987    
    and continued until (at least) 1994 
 

Ownership dates are usually based on official civil aircraft registers. When a 
change of ownership date quoted is earlier than that shown in official registers, it 
is based on information from owner or other sources. 

  
Dot system:  a dot in Column 1 indicates that the airframe is believed to be extant. 
  
Compiler's notes:  when further explanation is required, a note will be added at bottom of each 
aircraft history in italics. 
 



Aircraft colour schemes:  aircraft markings are presented as "463675/E6-D Sierra Sue II":  
ie. military serial (as painted on aircraft) / aircraft code letters /  aircraft name. The use of 
quotation marks does not imply that the serial is inaccurate for that particular aircraft. 
   
Date Presentation reminder:  Day/Month/Year (DD.MM.YY) format. 


